This paper presents an enhancement of our "Algorithm Architecture Adequation" (AAA) prototyping methodology which allows to rapidly develop and optimize the implementation of a reactive real-time dataflow algorithm on a embedded heterogeneous multiprocessor architecture, predict its real-time behavior and automatically generate the corresponding distributed and optimized static executive. It describes a new optimization heuristic able to support heterogeneous architectures and takes into account accurately inter-processor communications, which are usually neglected but may reduce dramatically multiprocessor performances.
introduction
The increasing complexity of signal, image and control processing algoritbtns in embedded applications, requires high computational power to satisfy real-time constraints. This power'can be achieved by parallel multiprocessors which are often heterogeneous in embedded system: they are made of different types of processors interconnected by different types of communication media. In these systems, communications are too often neglected although they may decrease tremendously the actual performances of the aforementioned applications. In order to help the designer obtain rapidly an efficient implementation (i.e. which satisfies real-time constraints and minimizes the architecture size) of these complex algorithms, and to simplify the implementation task from the specification to the final prototype, we have developed the AAA' rapid prototyping methodology [21] .
The implementation of an algorithm on a architechue carre -spends to a resource allocation problem. As classified in [5] there are two possible resource allocation policy : dynamic or static. .
The dynamic policy is more efficient when the execution duration depend on the processed data. The algorithm implementation is also apparently simplified because the dynamic executive provides numerous services (task allocation, communication etc.).
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Capyight ACM 1999 1-581 13-132-1/99/05 ... $5.00 difficulty to predict run-time execution durations, and m time behavior, forces the designer to insert (large and empirical) safety margins which lead to resources waste, which must be added to the resources consumed by the dynamic operating system itself.
On the other band, static scheduling minimizes the overall execution time by drastically reducing overheads [3, 71, but it does not allow to implement as various application as the dynamic policy does, because all the properties of the application, including its environment, must be known at compile time. Hence, the static policy is appropriate [17] for the implementation of real-time reactive [41 control, signal and image processing algorithms on embedded machines, where resources and time are hardly limited, and where the algorithm and its environment are well known. An important part of researches on static scheduling focus on minimizing the number of inter-processor communications [12,25, 161 'but rarely on their optimization (scheduling, routing [24] , parallelism) which can be done statically but requires to be able to allocate the mmmunication sequencers usually ignored. This lack of control induces inaccurate estimated communication delays and can cause unpredictable performance degradations [l] . This paper addresses this crucial issue, which has drawn too little attention in RTOS and real-time executive researches [7] .
Based of these observations, AAA uses static scheduling (even commwications are routed and scheduled statically) and rapidly leads to a debug-free optimized prototype which is consequently reusable as we will see along this paper. In section 2, we present the models used in AAA. In order to address the NP-complete [S, 191 resource allocation problem, and because we aim rapid prototyping, section 3 presents a fast greedy list scheduling heuristic which allows to rapidly predict and optimize the performances of different kinds of algorithms on different kinds of architectures. Section 4 gives rules to automate the generation of the static executive corresponding to the chosen implementation. Section 5 presents both the software tool SynDEx which implements AAA, and an application designed and realized with it. Finally sedion 6 gives a brief conclusion.
AAA Methodology

Architecture Model
The heterogeneous multiprocessor target architecture is specified as a non oriented hypergraph of operators (graph vertices), that may be of different types, connected through bidirectional communication media (non oriented graph edges), that may also be of differeut types. A communication medium may connect two operators or more. This'graph (in the middle of figure 1) describes the available parallelism of the architecture. Each operator is a finite state machine (programmable, with instruction and data memories) which executes sequentially a subset of the algorithm's operations (Cf. next section). Each communication medium executes sequentially communication operations (Cf. section 2.3). A medium includes not only the wires needed to move data spatially between operators memories, but also the transformator units (DMA or UART) that sequences memory accesses on each side of the wires. Each transformator is a finite state machine and consequently, a medium which is composed of several commnnicating transformators is equivalent to a single finite state machine. On each side, the communication medium is able to synchronize with the operator in order to access, in alternation (mutual exclusion), shared data buffers. Since in general, a transformator requires the operator sequencer (via short interrupts) for sequencing and executing operations that it is not able to do itself, a processor (CISC, DSP, etc) usually includes not only one operator, hut also a part of each connected m e dia.
Algorithm Model
An algorithm, as defined by Turing and Post [231, is a finite sequence (total order) of operations directly executable by a finite state machine. For a multiprocessor architecture, composed of several finite state machines, algorithms must he specified with at least as much parallelism as the architecture. Since we want to he able to compare the implementation of an algorithm on different architectures, the algorithm graph must be specified independently of any architecture graph. Thus, we extend the notion of algorithm to an oriented hypergraph of operations (graph vertices), which execution is partially ordered by their data dependences (oriented graph edges). We need an hypergraph model (an example is given in the top of figure I ) because each data dependence may have several extremities but only one origin (diffusion). This dependence graph, also called directed acyclic graph (DAG) [IO, 201, exhibits a potential parallelism: two operations which are not in data dependence relation, may be executed in any order by the same operator or simultaneously by two different operators. We deal with reactive systems which are in constant interaction with the environment that they control. This is why the algorithm operations needed to compute the output event for the actuators, from the input event from the sensors, are indefinitely repeated, once for each sampling of the sensors. In other words, the algorithm is an infinitely wide, but periodic, acyclic dependence graph, reduced by factorization to its repetition pattern [I51 (also called a dataflow graph), which is executed for each input event.
In order to detect design mistakes as soon as possible in the development cycle, algorithm graphs may be produced by the compilers of high level specification languages, such as the Synchronous Languages [9] (Esterel, Lustre, Signal), which perform formal verifications in terms of events ordering in order to prevent dead-locks.
Implementation Model
The prime assumption of our implementation model is that each operation of the algorithm graph does not require more than one operator for its execution, but there must be at least one operator of the architecture graph, able to execute it. When several operators are able to execute an operation, one of them must be chosen in order to execute it.
The execution of each operation by an operator consists in reading the operation's input data from the operator memoly, then in combining them to compute the output data which are finally written into the operator memory. Therefore, when two operations in data-dependence relation are executed by the same operator, the operation producing the data must be executed in sequence before the operation consuming the data. When two data-dependent operations are executed by two different operators, the data must be
transferred, from the memory of the operator executing the producing operation (after its execu.tion), into the memory of the operator executing the consuming operation (before its execution). Such a data dependence is called an inter-operator data dependence. In order to support it, a route (path in the architecture graph) must be chosen between the two operators. For each communication medium composing that route, one communication operation (executed by the corresponding medium) must be inserted in the algorithm graph between the producing and the consuming operations. When the mute is composed of more than one intermediate medium, the data must he temporarily stored in the memory of each intermediate operator. The implementation requires not only to choose, for each operation, the operator hy which it will be executed, but also to choose, for each inter-operator data dependence, the media that will execute communication operations to route the data. These choices correspond to a spatial allocation of the architecture resources, usually called partitioning or placement, called hereafter distribution. Since operators (resp. media) are finite state machines, the implementation also requires to choose, for each operator (resp. medium), an execution order between the operations (resp. communication operations) assigned to it, compatible with the precedences required by the data dependences. These choices correspond to a temporal all.ocation of each architecture-resource, called hereafter scheduling.
Distribution and scheduling of operations, as well as theiroptimization in the case of homogeneous architectures, have been formalized in terms of graph transformations in [21]. Here, we take into consideration heterogeneous architectures (see section 3), and we improve two routing aspects of the implementation. In [21], all data dependences between two operators are routed through the same path, arbitrarily choseri among the shortest ones. We reexamine the route choice for each inter-operator data dependence, such that two simultaneous ones may be parallelized on different routes instead of being sequenced on the same arbitrary chosen route as in [ZI]. Moreover in [ZI], data diffusion is implicitly allowed only in the operators at either extremities of a route. Whereas here, we allow diffusion in each intermediate operator on the route, so that, for example, diffused data, instead of being communicated once through each route, i.e. twice through each medium shared by the two routes, will he transferred only once through each medium of either route. Figure 1 shows a simple example of implementation with communication optimization based on parallel routing and diffusion: operations (AB), (C,D), and E are assigned respectively to operators Oprl, Op12, and Opr3. The two data dependences between A and E are communicated simultaneously on the two (same length) parallel routes M1-M2 and M4M3. The data produced by A on Oprl is first transferred to Opt2 (by the communication operation executed by MI), where it is diffused to C and to the communication operation executed hy M2, by which it is transfered to Opr3 for E. In parallel, the second data produced by A, is transfered to C by another mute made of M40pr4, and M3.
AAA Optimization Heuristic
For a given pair of algorithm and architecture graphs, there is a large bue finite number of possible implementations, among which we need to select the most efficient one, i.e. which satisfies realtime constraints and minimizes architecture resources. This optimization problem, as most resource allocation problems [S, 191 is known to be NP-complete, and its size is usually huge for real applications. This is why we use heuristics. Since experience shows that the algorithm graph and the architecture graph are modified several times hefore a satisfying result is obtained, and because we aim rapid prototyping, we need a fast but efficient heuristic with a graphical global view of the results (Gantt chart) where the user may easily find out critical paths or bottlenecks. Hence, if the rapidly predicted execution time does not match the real-time constraint, the user can either modify the algorithm graph to offer more parallelism, or add distribution constraints (in order to work around singular aherrant results inherent to any heuristic). Then the user applies the heuristic again. On the contrary, if the real-time constraint is met, the user can try to reduce the architecture graph and applies the heuristic again.
In order to reach the above requirements, our heuristic is based on a fast and efficient greedy list scheduling algorithm [18,2,251, with a cost function that takes into account the execution durations of operations and of communications. These durations are obtained hy a preliminary step of characterization.
Characterization
As mentioned in section 2.1, each operator can execute its own operation set. It is characterized by a lookup table that associates an execution duration to each operation of this set. The first way to obtain characteristics is based on duration estimation: an operation is coded by a sequence of CPU instructions, so its duration depends on the number of clock cycles needed for each instruction, and on the clock period, but also on the peculiarities of the operator (cache management, instruction pipeline). This method is manageable only for simple operators or as a rapid first approximation when the operator is not yet available. The other way is based on duration measurement: each operation may be timed in situ, with the help of an executive automatically generated with chronometric logging operations, inserted between other operations [6] .
Every data dependence may happen to be inter-operator, this is why the execution duration of communication operations, for each data type (int, float., .) used in the algorithm, have to be characterized for each communication medium used in the chosen architecture. At this point there are usually two subsets of data types to consider, hasic scalar types and composite types. It is not always possible to extrapolate the transfer duration of a composite type from the transfer durations of its components, whereas it is always possible to measure the duration of the transfer of each data type (including composite types) for each medium, and to store the result in a lookup table characterizing the medium.
Definitions
The greedy list scheduling algorithm used in our heuristic, is based on a cost function defined in terms of the start and end dates of the 
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Operations Scheduling
The heuristic iterates on a set 0, of "schedulable" operations. An
operation not yet scheduled is schedulable when all its predecessors are already scheduled. At each main step of the heuristic, one schedulahle operation o is elected, and scheduled on its best operator (see details hereunder), then because o becomes scheduled, some of its successors may become schedulable on their turn. This main step is repeated until Os is empty, which happens only after a full exploration of the "successor" partial order relation, i.e. after all operations are scheduled, in an order compatible with that partial order. The best operator for a schedulahle operation o is either the one where o is constrained by the user to be executed, or the one for which o has the lowest schedule pressure o(o). In order to compare schedule pressures, a schedulable operation is tentatively scheduled on each operator able to execute it. Each operator p has an associated ordered set of operations, called its schedule: to be scheduled onp, au operation o is first appended to the end ofp's schedule, and then, for each predecessor 0' of 0's. which is scheduled on p' # p. where omin is such that Sbesc(omh) = minSbeSt(o). In this subset, the operation having the highest abbcsr (i.e. the most critical) is elected, removed from O,y, and definitely scheduled on its best operator. The successors of this scheduled operation that become schedulahle (because all of their predecessors are now scheduled) are added to 0,. The next heuristic main step is then ready to begin on this new 0,
Communications Scheduling
When an operation o is scheduled on an operator p. for each interoperator data dependence (between o and an 0's predecessor 0' which is not scheduled on p). a route must be chosen to transfer the data from the producer operation of to the consumer operation 0. For each medium of that route, a communication operation c must be inserted (between 0' and 0 ) and scheduled. reached. So, at each step of the heuristic, communications are evaluated on each medium of the shortest routes to the destination operator. Thereby, the load of each medium is balanced, the available communication parallelism offered by the hardware architecture is then exploited.
Executive Generation
We give here the main ideas about the rules that allow to generate automatically the application-specific executive corresponding to the implementation of a given algorithm on a given architecture. The executive is generated into several source files, one for each operator, and one for automating the architecture specific compilation chain. Each file contains an intermediate code composed of a list of macro-calls, which will he translated by a macro-processor into a source code in the preferred compilable language For each target operator. Executive macros generate either the desired iustructions inline, or a call to a separately compiled operation. They may he classified into two sets. The first one is a fixed set of system macros, which supp~rt code downloading, memory management, sequence coutrol, inter-sequence synchronization, interoperator transfers, and runtime timing (in order to characterize algorithm operations and to profile the application as in [6, 11). The second one is an extensible set of application specific macros, which support the algorithm operations.
For each operator, the generated list of macro-calls is composed, in order, of macros describing a tree covering the architecture graph and rooted on a "host" operator (used for downloading application code, and for collecting runtime timings), of macros allocating memory buffers (for data dependences), of one communication sequence for each medium connected to the operator (built from the medium's schedule), and of one computation sequence (built from the operator's schedule). In this executive, context switches only occur between the communication sequences (which are composed of system macros only) and the computation sequence, then only a few registers need to be saved and restored. For example, on an architecture based on TMS320C40 DSPs, the CPU overhead for each communication is only 56 instruction cycles, including "data ready" synchronization, DMA programming, end of transfer interrupt, and "buffer free" synchronization between communication and computation sequences. In order to avoid the overheads of usual communication protocols (such as data transfers between protocol layers, or the addition of routing informations) these sequences share the memory buffers of communicated data, and include synchronizatiori macros to access these buffers in the order required by the data dependences, in a way that this order is satisfied at runtime independently of the operations execution durations. Therefore the implementation optimization, even if it may be biased by inaccurate architecture characteristics, is safe in the sense that it cannot induce runtime synchronization errors (such as deadlocks, or lost data) or an inefficient schedule of communicated data. This certitude allows big savings in application coding and debugging times. Once the executive libraries has been developed for each type of processor, it takes only a few seconds to automatically generate, compile and download the deadlock free code for each target processor of the architecture. It is then easy to experiment different architectures with various interconnection schemes.
Related Work
The whole methodology is implemented in the system level CAD software SynDEx3 [22, 141 . Its Graphical User Interface allows the user to specify both the algorithm and the architecture graphs, to 3h~:llwww-rocq.innafr/synd.r execute the aforementioned heuristic and then to display the resulting distribution and scheduling on a temporal diagram (the bottom of figure 1 presents such a diagram where the vertical size of the operations are proportional to their duration). When the user is satisfied by the predicted timing, SynDEx can automatically generate the dead-lock free executive for the real-time execution of the algorithm on the multiprocessor. Real-time distributed executive libraries have been developed for networks based on DSPs (TMS320C40, ADSPZ1060), Transputers, micmcontrollers, and general purpose processors ( l ' C and UNIX workstations). SynDEx has been used to develop several real-time heterogeneous applications, among which [111: a new urban electric vehicle controlled by a distributed embedded computer system (based on the CAN bus and five MC68332, one i80c196, one i80486) providing features such as autonomous driving and route planning.
Conclusion
The global approach of the AAA methodology aims to rapidly prototype real-time embedded applications. It is based on a static scheduling policy to minimize execution time and program size overheads. AAA uses a fast heuristic which accurately takes into consideration the heterogeneous characteristics not only of operators (computations) but also of media (wmmunications). Moreover, this heuristic optimizes inter-processor conunnnications by exploiting the communication parallelism offered by the architecture, and by balancing the load of each communication medium. Finally, the automatically generated executive allows to rapidly C~I -ry out an optimized prototype without wasting the user's time in multiprocessor programming and debugging. Presently, we are working on the optimization heuristic in the case of conditioned operations, and on an extension of the AAA methodology for configurable circuits (PGA) to allow future co-design optimization.
